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KDOQI

• The Kidney Disease Outcomes Quality Initiative (KDOQI) guidelines 
provide an algorithm for placement of various fistulas and grafts, but it 
does not provide definitive instructions for patients with exhausted  arm 
access 

Sidawy A N. The Society for Vascular Surgery: clinical practice guidelines for the surgical placement and 

maintenance of arteriovenous hemodialysis access[J]. J Vasc Surg,2008,48(5 Suppl):2S-25S.

Gilmore J. KDOQI clinical practice guidelines and clinical practice recommendations--2006 updates[J]. 
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• Objective

• The chest wall arteriovenous grafts(CWAVG) is becoming an 
alternative option for patients who have exhausted traditional 
upper extremity access which used to be lower extremity 
arteriovenous grafts(LEAVG); however, which should be applied 
preferentially is unclear.

• Methods

• A retrospective review of chest wall arteriovenous grafts and 
lower extremity arteriovenous grafts implants from August 2010 
to January 2015 was performed. Patient demographics, medical 
history, procedural data, and outcomes were evaluated.
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尹秀荣留下ppt

术后一个月复查



patency

• 12 month

• primary patency 83.3%，

• second patency100%。













1996年McCann报道了一组26例胸壁人工血管
通路的结果

自腋动脉至对侧腋静脉或颈内静脉采用直形人
工血管
动静脉通路2年时的二期通畅率为60%
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TRADITIONAL LE AVG

• INFECTION

• ISCHEMIA

• Antoniou G A, Lazarides M K, 
Georgiadis G S, et al. Lower-extremity 
arteriovenous access for 
haemodialysis: a systematic 
review[J]. Eur J Vasc Endovasc
Surg,2009,38(3):365-372.
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Frequency of AVG interventions

Type of intervention CW AVG LE AVG P value
PTA
Thrombectomy
Surgical revision

0.52
1.77
0.20

0.28
2.15
0.29

0.32
0.40
0.79



• Results
• Within the time periods, 27 chest wall arteriovenous grafts 

were placed in 27 patients and 12 LEAVGs were placed in 12 
patients. Demographics were similar between the two groups 
for many factors; Mean follow-up was 12.1 months for the 
CWAVG group and 13.5 months for the LEAVG group. The 
principal difference was the number of interventions to 
maintain patency, which was 2.21 per year in the CWAVG 
group and 1.17 per year in the AVG group (P＜0.05) 
Secondary patency at 6 months was 77% for the CWAVG 
patients and 83% for the LEAVG patients (P＞0.05). The 
CWAVG and LEAVG groups had no difference in infection rate 
per 1000 days (0.56 vs 0.61 P＞0.05) or mortality rate at 6 

months.



• Conclusions

• In access challenged patients, LEAVG and CWAVG offer similar 
rates of secondary patency, infection, and all-cause mortality. 
The LEAVG required fewer interventions to maintain patency, 
and the CWAVG maintains the benefit of utilizing the upper 
extremity site of venous drainage.

• In our practice, we prefer the CWAVG to LEAVG, especially in 
patients with peripheral arterial disease and in the obese 
population, because it preserves lower extremity access 
options.
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